
    Homemade Fly Traps



Question

What liquid do flies like best in order to 

get caught?



Research

● Fly traps are beneficial because they always have something that flies like 
so when they go towards them they get atr attracted to them and get caught 
or eaten by the venus fly trap, or by homemade fly traps. The bait in the 
flytraps is how you catch them because whatever is in the flytraps will get 
the flies attracted to the bait so that they get captured.

●



Hypothesis

If the plastic bottle has syrup I think the flies will get 
more attracted to it because it has more sugar in it.



Materials

● 4 plastic bottles 

● Maple syrup 

● Honey

● Lemon Juice

● Vinegar

● 1 cup each



Procedure

● Get plastic bottles and liquids 

● Put liquids in bottles

● For 5 days

● Gather Data



Results and Data

Some thoughts I had during the  are experiment were whether I would be right  on about the experiment or if it would 
be wrong. And if the weather would affect how I did my experiment and affect how many flies I would get. And my 
results of the experiment was that vinegar attracted the most flies.
When I got my results I wondered why they all went to the vinegar, but I think it's because it has a stronger smell. And 
because most fly traps have vinegar and dish soap to help catch them. Also apple cider and vinegar has the right 
aroma of rotting fruit so they easily get attracted to it.



Data Table and Graph

Data Table

Liquid Day Amount Time Degrees

Vinegar 1 1 6:20 PM 68

Vinegar 2 2 9:09 PM 63

Vinegar 3 1 6:40PM 69

Vinegar 4 1 5:30PM 76

Vinegar 5 2 6:17PM 74

Lemon 
Juice

1-5 0 120h 70

Syrup 1-5 0 120h 70

Honey 1-5 0 120h 70



Conclusion

Which liquid would flies like the most?According to my 
hypothesis I thought that the flies would be attracted to the syrup, 
but according to my data I was wrong they mainly got attracted to 
the apple cider vinegar because of the stronger smell. If I were to 
do this again I would get more liquids with stronger smells so that 
they would not just go to vinegar.
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